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Preface

The innovation paradigm regarding smart phones, *Machine-to-Machine* (M2M) communication, or the *Internet of Things* (IoT) is currently causing an explosion in the number of devices connected to the network and thus requires changes to the service system. Smart phones have been gaining in popularity over the last seven years with about 2.5 billion connected devices in 2009. Then, M2M devices, such as smart meters and health equipment, accelerated this increase to 10 billion in 2014. IoT devices, such as sensors/actuators in factories, cars, home devices, etc., are expected to increase to 30 billion by 2020. In addition, the amount of digital data in the whole world created by connected devices is expected to reach 40 ZB by 2020.

In this thesis, we focus on these upcoming drastic changes of network systems providing services or applications to users, where we especially focus on message queue systems as frontend of these network systems. Furthermore, we discuss what features these message queue systems should provide for processing this unprecedented data volume created by IoT devices and how they should handle requirements on availability and scalability.

We begin this thesis with the discussion of high-throughput and scalable processing of huge volumes of messages in smart phone services. To solve this issue, we propose high-throughput queuing techniques and architectures for distributed message queue systems that can serve much larger message traffic than before. We designed a message queue system based on a distributed *in-memory key-value store* (KVS) to meet the requirements on throughput and scalability. We also propose an architecture for satisfying high throughput and high scalability in a message queue system for massive message traffic volumes through a distribution method of queue-type in-memory KVS and synchronized processing of distributed queues by single TCP connections. We embed the proposed architecture and strategies into a mail system for smart phones and perform evaluations of this system. The evaluation results reveal that the throughput of the proposed message queue system achieves 3,600
messages per second (msg/s) per server, which is about 5 times higher than that of the conventional method operating with RAID storages. Moreover, the throughput of the proposed KVS is 200,000 transactions per second for message size of 0.4 KB, which doubles the performance of the well-known KVS called memcached.

Our next concern is the resilience of the message queue system for M2M services. M2M services, such as metering and monitoring services, have enhanced the social infrastructure field. As social infrastructure, the service system, especially in our case the message queue system, is required to simultaneously satisfy both, high availability and high throughput. To solve this issue, we propose a resilient message queue system based on a distributed KVS. Its servers are interconnected among each other and messages are distributed to multiple servers in the normal processing state. Our proposed system can provide long-term availability and continue its service regardless where failures in the message queue server/process may occur by distributing messages to multiple servers. Furthermore, to achieve short-term availability, even during an underlying network failure and/or slowdown of servers, we propose message distribution by round-robin with slowdown KVS exclusion and two logical KVS counter-rotating rings. Evaluation results show that this system can continue service without the need for failover processing. Compared with the conventional method, our proposed distribution methods reduce 92% of service errors caused by server failures.

Finally, we discuss a method for increasing the dequeue throughput in message queue systems for the IoT era. IoT services require information extracted from historical or real-time data for specific objectives, such as optimization services or learning through trial-and-error pattern analysis of data. This approach requires collecting large volumes of messages that are periodically created by the devices. On other hand, the backend system retrieves messages from the message queue at its own non-periodic and process-dependent timings. Therefore, controlling the massive and heterogeneous traffic in the message system becomes a crucial issue. To solve this issue, we propose a dequeuing method called Retry Dequeue-request Scheduling (RDS), which can reduce unnecessary transmissions of dequeue requests to the message queues by waiting for messages to arrive at the message queues. RDS can better reduce throughput degradation than the conventional method by making use of missed-dequeue messages. By evaluation through simulations, we compare the throughputs achieved by the conventional method, RDS, and Periodical Monitoring and Scheduling (PMS), which is another dequeuing method proposed for reducing the number of missed-dequeues by
periodically monitoring each message queue to gather information on the message counters. Simulation evaluation results show that RDS maintains the highest throughput, regardless of an increased dequeue request rate. Further experimental evaluation results show that the RDS method achieves 80% higher throughput than the conventional method in real systems.

Through the following discussions, we conclude that high-throughput queuing techniques and a resilient message queue system are fundamental technologies to stably process large-volume messages created by IoT devices. Additionally, the increased throughput of the RDS method is essential in finding patterns within large data volumes from IoT services. These proposed technologies can make it much easier and faster than before to build complex IoT systems requiring high throughput, availability, and scalability. We believe that the following discussions will contribute to the better design and implementation of future IoT systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Background

Innovative network paradigms, such as mobile smart phones, Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication, and the Internet of Things (IoT) have been gaining popularity with a billion devices already connected to the Internet today. Figure 1.1 outlines this growth in the number of connected devices over three phases of time based on [1]. The number of traditionally connected devices, like PCs, accounted for only 500 million in 2003. The number of connected smart phones was about 2.5 billion in 2009, and they have drastically gained in popularity since then. M2M devices, such as smart meters [2], health equipment [3], and vending machines [4] increased the number of connected devices even further to approximately 10 billion in 2014. In the future, IoT devices such as sensors/actuators in factories [5], used for transportation [6], or home devices [7] are expected to increase to about 30 billion by 2020.

In this thesis, we focus on traffic data of network systems providing services or applications, especially short-length data created by various devices, which we will refer to as short messages in the following. Reference [8] states that the amount of all digital data in the world created by various devices is predicted to reach 40 ZB by 2020 (Fig. 1.2).

To increase the future processing ability for short messages, we focus in this work on end-to-end communication. End-to-end protocols, such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [9], have been widely used for client-server communication in the Internet [10-12]. However, such protocols could also face problems if the number
of end-to-end clients drastically increases due to server congestion by huge traffic volumes, inefficiency of one-to-many communication, or heavy loads for maintaining massive connections in server and network [13-15]. To solve these problems, messaging
communication protocols, such as *MQ Telemetry Transport* (MQTT) [16] or *Advanced Message Queuing Protocol* (AMQP) [17] are expected to better handle the large volumes of short messages in M2M/IoT [18-21]. Messaging communication requires the network system to queue and relay messages between client and server and we will refer to such systems as *message queue systems* in the following. On the other hand, conventional message queue systems have often led to concerns regarding throughput and scalability [22-24]. Figure 1.3 outlines the drastic change of throughput requirements in a message queue system. Conventional message queue systems have been used for various services, such as e-mail messages on PCs or electronic data interchange between companies. These services don’t have large numbers of devices or large message traffic volume. For example, the throughput of a single server for *sendmail* [25], which is widely used for e-mail message services in companies, is below 100 msg./s [26]. However, in the smart phone/M2M/IoT era, we estimate that a message queue system is required to process more than 10,000 msg./s of short messages due to the increase in number of devices and message traffic volume in service systems. For example, the number of smart phones of a carrier system increases approximately from 10 to 100 million [27, 28]. The number of smart meters of an electricity company increases approximately from 10 to 50 million [29, 30]. Furthermore, we estimate that the number of devices, such as sensors, actuators, and *radio frequency identifier* (RFID) for tracking products in a smart factory increases from 1,000 to 10,000 and all these messages are collected in real-time [31]. Therefore, message queue systems will be required to apply new methods and architectures to process these huge volumes of short messages. One main goal of this thesis is the discussion of the performance of message queue systems processing huge volumes of short messages.

From the viewpoint of message queue systems, we consider that these upcoming drastic changes in messaging traffic have progressed through roughly three phases as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The initial phase consists of the increase of short messages used for e.g., mobile email services, *short message services* (SMS) [32], or *social networking services* (SNS) [33] between 2008 and 2013, which coincides with the spread of smart phones. The most important issue during this phase is the high-throughput and scalable processing of huge volumes of short messages in smart phone services. The second phase extends short messages to other M2M applications in social infrastructure fields beyond smart phones, such as smart meters and health equipment from 2013 to 2017. In this phase, high availability and resilience for
providing continuous and stable services becomes most important. The third phase is driven by the progress of IoT applications and its extension to the financial sector, industries and smart homes, which is currently ongoing and expected to continue until about 2020. The most important issue is how to control the massive heterogeneous traffic between devices and IoT service systems for achieving higher throughput, availability, and scalability than conventional systems.

In this thesis, we focus on the three phases mentioned above and discuss current and future challenges in message queue systems processing short messages from a realistic viewpoint. Furthermore, by the discussions in this thesis we intend to contribute to the better design and implementation of future IoT systems.
1.2. Overview of Message Queue Systems

Figure 1.4 outlines an example of the service system’s structure needed to process short messages. This system consists of four major components: connected devices, network, message queue system, and backend system. Connected devices include smart phones, smart meters, sensors, or other types of IoT devices. Network denotes the private or public network over which the connection takes place, e.g., Long Term Evolution (LTE) wireless network [34]. The message queue system is located as frontend system in the cloud and backend systems provide services and applications. The message queue system relays short messages between connected devices and the backend.

Generally, a message queue system has a messaging server relaying the message and message queues acting as a persistent (non-volatile) storage or data store. In this thesis, we define the process of *messaging* as receiving, handling, storing (queuing), and relaying (dequeuing) short messages. A conventional messaging server for enterprise service is in general a physical server running a messaging server program, while in this thesis we define *messaging server* only as a messaging server program (software) due to the consideration of server virtualization in cloud computing. Furthermore, a messaging server mainly consists of two programs: the *enqueue controller* (E-Ctrl), which processes the reception of messages and stores them in a queue (enqueue), and the *dequeue controller* (D-Ctrl), which processes the retrieval of messages from queues and their relaying.
A message queue system is also sometimes known under the terms of message queue (MQ) [35] or message oriented middleware (MOM) [36]. Message queue systems have several important tasks to perform, such as reliably relaying messages without loss, buffering of message traffic from devices, and providing interoperability between devices and backend systems. Furthermore, message queue systems can achieve reliable relaying of messages and buffering of message traffic from devices by using the store-and-forward method from source devices to backend systems (or to the next-hop message queue system). Processing of store-and-forward messages needs to be handled in the following order:

1. receive (enqueue) messages from devices,
2. store messages (queueing) into a queue in persistent storage,
3. instantly reply to devices,
4. forward (dequeue) messages to backend servers,
5. delete stored messages from the message queue after successfully sending them.

If the message cannot be stored for any reason, e.g., due to a queue overflow, an error response is sent to the source device. The received message is normally sent instantaneously, but may also be delayed if the backend system is temporarily
unavailable. The message queue system keeps the message in its queue until the backend system becomes available again, which may take from several hours to a few days. Finally, the server deletes the message if the message was successfully sent or if a retransmission timeout occurred.

Message queue systems achieve interoperability by supporting various protocols. For example, MQTT, AMQP, or Representational State Transfer (REST) [37] are major protocols in the IoT era. This interoperability and absorption enables devices and the backend system to become loosely coupled and the message queue system enables the developer to rapidly interoperate between them. Under the condition that the message queue has both, sufficient performance to process the message traffic from devices and scalability in performance and storage, the message queue enables the developers of the backend system to design their system without considering the entire volume of the message traffic.
1.3. Issues in Message Queue Systems

In this section, we provide an overview of the development of message queue systems and distinguish roughly in three different phases (see Fig. 1.1), which we now describe in more detail. Our focus lies on issues concerning the message queue system itself, and we do not elaborate on the other parts of the system, such as connected devices, network, or the backend system.

1.3.1. Issues in First Phase of Message Queue Systems

In the first phase, the enormous growth in the number of smart phones has led to an explosion in the volume of short message traffic encountered by telecommunication operators and other service providers. The most important issue of this phase is the high throughput and scalable processing of huge volumes of short messages in smart phone services.

Figure 1.5 outlines issues in the first phase of message queue systems. As mentioned above, message queue systems generally relay messages with the store-and-forward method such that incoming messages are first stored in a queue located within non-volatile storage and are then forwarded to the backend system server.
Store-and-forward methods achieve reliable relaying and buffering of message traffic from devices, however, their main disadvantage is the low throughput due to non-volatile storage, such as when disks and storage systems are accessed, which turns out to be the bottleneck in relaying short messages. Additionally, conventional message queue systems generally have their message queues on RAID storage, which is difficult to scale-out.

Since these issues on high throughput and scalability for processing massive volumes of short messages are also fundamental for IoT applications, they will also be highly relevant to the IoT era.

### 1.3.2. Issues in Second Phase of Message Queue Systems

In the second phase, it has become common to connect M2M devices, such as smart meters or health equipment, to the network. For example, message queue systems are used in *Head-End Systems* (HES), which receives data through the network in a smart meter system [38]. The most important issue in this phase is the high availability and resilience for providing non-stop and stable services. Figure 1.6 outlines an example of such failover processing. Generally, mission-critical systems implement shared data and
failover processing for providing high-availability (HA) services [39]. Failover processing includes application restart, process initialization, and recovery of data. These consist of special application-dependent processes as well as common processes, such as health check or error detection of hardware/software. However, catastrophic service failures of mission-critical systems with failover processing have frequently been reported [39-41]. Causes of these service failures are usually software or hardware defects and it is very difficult to exhaustively identify these defects during the system testing stage because all cases of failover processing, e.g., complex problems caused by only theoretically occurring defects, can hardly be tested. Therefore, a highly available message system without failover processing is needed.

1.3.3. Issues in Third Phase of Message Queue Systems

It is generally agreed that IoT services require information from historical or real-time data for their own objectives, such as optimization services. For example, message queue systems are expected to be applied to the Platform Tier, which receives device data through the network in the IoT reference architecture of the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) [42]. Figure 1.7 outlines issues in the third phase of message queue systems. In [43-45], IoT service systems are required to manage the massive volume of data generated by sensors from various fields, such as the financial sector, industries, smart homes, etc. In [46], optimization in smart manufacturing at enterprise level requires periodically collected data. In [47], general smart sensors may consist of single microchips and generate simple periodical data.

The general approach in IoT for finding patterns in data is to learn through trial-and-error data analysis. This approach requires collecting a large data volume for various analyses. Therefore, traffic volume from devices generating periodical message data has become enormous in IoT service systems.

On the other hand, the backend system collects data for various IoT objectives, such as monitoring and optimization, and retrieves messages from the queue at their own timing, which is non-periodic and process-dependent. These processing timings differ by context of message, message size, and other related data. To achieve higher throughput by fully utilizing computational resources, the backend system retrieves messages from the queue with a pull-based method [48]. In addition, progress in distribution platforms, such as Spark [49] or Storm [50], leads to a dramatic change in processing time of the
While devices send massive amounts of periodical messages, backend systems process IoT messages at their own timings. Therefore, the control function of the massive and heterogeneous message traffic in the message system becomes a crucial issue in Phase 3.
1.4. Outline of Thesis

In this thesis, we selected several important, but so far not well-discussed issues from those addressed in the previous section and studied solution approaches for message queue systems. In particular, this thesis focuses on the following main points in distributed message queue systems, spanning from short message services over M2M to the IoT era.

1. Design of message queue systems with high-throughput queuing and scalability of short message services for smart phones
2. Design and development of message queue systems with high availability through distribution methods for M2M services
3. Design of message queue systems with increased throughput through dequeue scheduling in the IoT era

The contents of the chapters in this thesis are summarized in Fig. 1.8 and will be briefly summarized in the following subsections.

1.4.1. High-Throughput Message Queue System Based on Distributed In-memory KVS

In Chapter 2, we focus on high-throughput queuing techniques and architectures based on distributed message queue systems for smart phone services. We propose a message queue system for short messages based on a distributed in-memory key-value store (KVS) [51] to meet the requirements of high throughput and scalability, and to physically store messages in a queue structure while preserving the consistency of data in the respective queues. We present a method of high-throughput access to pipeline messages on an active TCP connection that is linked to a queue on message queue systems and its backup queue in KVS. We evaluate the performance of the proposed KVS and the message queue system corresponding to the KVS. The results show that both the KVS and message queue system achieve the required high throughput. Experimental evaluations further show that the throughput of our proposed method achieves 450% of that of the conventional method.
1.4.2. Improved Resilience of Message Queue System through Server Distribution

In Chapter 3, we focus on a technique to achieve high availability for mission critical services using messages from M2M devices. We propose a resilient message queue system based on a distributed KVS. Its servers are interconnected among each other and messages are distributed to multiple servers in the normal processing state. This architecture can continue its messaging services regardless where any failures in the message queue server/process may occur without requiring any failover processing. We also propose further methods for improved resilience: the round-robin method with slowdown KVS exclusion and the two logical KVS counter-rotating rings to provide short-term availability in the message queue system. Evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed system can continue service without failover processing. Compared to the conventional method, our proposed distribution method reduces 92% of error responses caused by server failures.
1.4.3. Increased Throughput of Message Queue System through Dequeue Scheduling

In Chapter 4, we discuss a method for increasing dequeue throughput in message queue systems. In the IoT era, services require both information from historical or real-time data for their own objectives, such as optimization service, and learning through trial-and-error of data analysis for finding patterns in the data. This requires collecting large volumes of messages created by devices periodically. On the other hand, the backend system retrieves messages from the message queue at its own timing, which is non-periodic and process-dependent. Therefore, the control function of the massive and heterogeneous message traffic in the message system becomes a crucial issue, which can lead to dequeue throughput degradation. To solve this issue, we propose the dequeuing method called *Retry Dequeue-request Scheduling* (RDS) which can reduce the unnecessary transmission of dequeue requests to the message queues by waiting for messages to arrive at the message queues. In particular, RDS can better reduce throughput degradation due to *missed-dequeue* messages than the conventional method. By evaluations through simulation, we compare the throughputs achieved by the conventional method, RDS, and *Periodical Monitoring and Scheduling* (PMS), which is another dequeuing method proposed for reducing the number of *missed-dequeues* by periodically monitoring each message queue to gather message counter information. Simulation results show that only RDS maintains highest throughput, regardless of an increase in the dequeue request rate. Experimental results further show that the RDS method achieves 80% higher throughput than the conventional method in real systems.
Chapter 2

High-Throughput Message Queue System Based on Distributed In-memory KVS

2.1. Introduction

The enormous growth in the number of smart phones has led to an explosion in the volume of short message traffic encountered by telecommunication operators and other service providers. Especially, short message communication services such as e-mail, short message services (SMS), and social networking services (SNS) have become essential for our life. For instance, message traffic at specific times, such as after the occurrence of disasters, the turn of New Year, and other popular events, may reach over 143,000 transactions per second [52]. This burst of transactions is beyond the capacity of conventional message queue systems and forces telecommunication operators to regulate the amount of transactions [53]. For processing the large and still growing amount of short messages traffic, much higher throughput has been required for message queue systems. To process this increasing traffic of short messages, high scalability is required for enabling the greater processing capacity and memory sizes. Furthermore, simultaneous availability of message queue systems is also required in the same way as for conventional systems.

As mentioned before, message queue systems conventionally relay messages with the store-and-forward method. Messaging servers of message queue systems receive messages once and store these received messages to persistent storage, such as
disks, after which they successively relay the messages to the backend system. This enables an instant response to the devices and shortens the session activity time.

Here, let us focus on the function of message queue systems for smart phone services. In those systems, there are several important functions such as buffering and controlling traffic in the system, stabilization of the system, and avoidance of network contention between devices and message queue systems. However, when the message queue receives a lot of short messages, disk accesses for storing (queuing) these messages generally becomes the bottleneck for throughput. For example, if the throughput of a single server for sendmail [25] or postfix [54], which are both widely used for e-mail message services in companies, drops to below 100 msg./s, it will become too low to process a large amount of short messages [26].

Hence, to solve these concerns, we follow the approach of applying a distributed in-memory KVS instead of persistent storage to message queue systems. We aim at achieving high throughput and scalability of the message queue system and solve the following issues in this chapter. We propose an architecture for a message queue system with high throughput and scalability based on distributed in-memory KVS. We also design a high-throughput queuing (storage) method between message server and KVS with availability and process of KVS to achieve high-throughput queuing.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we provide an overview of the message queue system for smart phone services. We then present the architecture and proposed methods. Next, we reveal the implementation and performance evaluation. Finally, we describe related work and give a conclusion.
2.2. Overview of Message Queue Systems in Smart Phone Services

2.2.1. Components of Message Queue Systems

Figure 2.1 outlines an example of the system structure for short message service for smart phones. Message queue systems are widely used for a variety of services, such as e-mail, SNS, SMS, and other push notification services from data centers to smart phones.

Message queue systems receive messages from devices via the wireless network and relay them to the backend system or next-hop message queue system with the store-and-forward method. Message queue systems support various protocols for their own services. For example, simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) and multimedia messaging service (MMS) are used in e-mail services, while short message peer-to-peer (SMPP) is used in SMS and other push notification services.

Main functions of message queue systems are reliable in relaying messages to the backend system without message loss and with congestion control of message traffic from devices to the backend system. In wireless networks, messaging servers decrease the failure rate of transmission and reduce the number of active sessions by quick
responses with the store-and-forward method.

Messaging systems maintain several message queues for each backend system or next-hop message queue system. For each message queue, locks at the internal queues are required for relaying messages by the messaging server to provide exclusive access (these functions are denoted as queue transactions) as well as relay message priorities. Message queue systems enable congestion control of each backend system by regulating dequeue traffic from each message queue to the backend systems. Moreover, message queues store billing data or metadata depending on the situation and, therefore, their guarantee of data consistency is crucially important.

Conventional message queue systems have a message queue in RAID storage and high-availability (HA) cluster structure. As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, disk accesses at queues generally become the bottleneck for throughput. Furthermore, HA clusters generally have active/standby configurations making it difficult to scale-out for enhancing throughput.

2.2.2. Conventional Research on Distributed in-Memory KVS

Many efforts have been expended on distributed in-memory KVS for high throughput and scalability. In–memory KVS memcached [55], which is known as high throughput KVS, is currently used as a cache by many companies, such as Facebook [56]. Memcached runs on a single server and stores messages without any duplication and distribution, which is not utilized as persistent data store in general. On the other hand, in-memory KVS can be utilized as persistent data store by multiplication and distribution of data on memory. Nevertheless, they have two disadvantages compared with RAID storage used in conventional message queue systems. The first is that data is lost if all nodes having the same replicated data are down at the same time. However, as power supplies are duplicated at the data center and data is periodically backed up to disks, there is only a small probability that data will be lost. The second disadvantage is that storage capacity of KVS is usually not very large because memory is more expensive than disks.

In previous work related to messaging systems, Wang et al. [57] proposed a distributed message queue supporting queue transaction while relaying messages and guaranteeing the order of message processing by referring to additional metadata to control the message queue stored in typical in-memory KVS with simple key-value data
In the following, this is called simple KVS-based method. In general, KVS refers to a simple data model consisting of a pair of key and value, which is completely different from conventional queue data structures. Although the simple KVS-based method presents an implementation of message queues in distributed systems, it does not consider about high-throughput queuing, and data structure or processes of KVS.

2.3. Message Queue System-based on Distributed in-Memory KVS

This section presents the architecture and implementation method for message queue systems to address the issues mentioned in Sect. 2.1.

2.3.1. Architecture of Message Queue Systems

2.3.1.1. Implementation of High-Throughput Queuing and Scalability

Figure 2.2 shows the proposed architecture of a message queue system based on the distributed in-memory KVS. The proposed KVS differs from general KVS in having a queue structure on the server’s physical memory. Each server has both, a messaging server program for relaying messages and an in-memory KVS program. As mentioned before, we refer to the message handling program as messaging server and refer to the
KVS program simply as KVS. Each server acts independently and communicates via an internal network among the servers.

To implement highly available and distributed message queues, they must be separately deployed into both, messaging servers and KVS as shown in Fig. 2.3. A load balancer allocated in front of each server distributes received messages to the messaging servers. After receiving messages from the load balancer, the messaging server stores these messages into the message queue and delivers them in accordance with the store-and-forward method. Messaging servers retain a message not only in a single KVS message queue, but also in other message queues of the KVS, as well as in a local message queue of the messaging server itself. This means that a single message is duplicated and exists on 3 servers simultaneously. Here, we decided the number of duplicates to achieve the same availability as RAID storage [58, 59]. Hence, messaging servers provide high availability (fault tolerance) to avoid message loss even in the case where up to two servers are broken down, achieving high-throughput access without the bottleneck of disk access.

Messaging server and KVS are homogeneously aligned in parallel on messaging servers, which is effective for balancing load, removing single points of failure, and flexible scaling of servers. In the following sections, this structure is referred to as distributed message queue.
2.3.1.2. Logical Ring Structure of Distributed Message Queues

A messaging server is composed of logical rings covering the message queues of two KVS servers and the local message queue. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the structure of logical rings over message queues.

The messaging server associates with the queues of two KVS having the same messages via logical ring and then synchronously processes messages (storing/enqueuing, dequeuing, or deleting). For instance, after receiving messages, the messaging servers distribute the same messages into both a local message queue and two message queues associated by a logical ring. In other words, the state of linked queues sharing the same logical ring is synchronized.

In each logical ring messaging servers can maintain multiple logical rings and synchronize. In Fig. 2.4, the messaging server messaging-B has two message queues, Q2 and Q3, where Q2 is associated with KVS-A and KVS-C via logical ring L2, and Q3 is associated with KVS-A and KVS-C via logical ring L3. From another point of view, KVS also retain multiple logical rings. In Fig. 2.4, KVS-A retains L2, L3, and L4 connected to Q2 of messaging-B, Q3 of messaging-B, and Q4 of messaging-C, respectively. For one process, KVS performs message processing of a single message queue, whereas for multiple processes, KVS can perform message processing of multiple message queues in parallel (details are explained in Sect. 2.3.3).

In CAP theory [60] the terms C, A, and P refer to consistency, availability, and partition tolerance, thus, the structure of message queues on a logical ring obtains C-P characteristic. This characteristic solves the issue of implementation of distributed message queues. Although availability is not originally satisfied in the C-P model, the proposed system also keeps availability on a certain level by allocating multiple logical rings connected to the messaging servers and the two KVS. In this structure, even though some of the logical rings may stop their function, the remaining logical rings can keep continuous services.

2.3.2. Proposed KVS with Queue Structure

As mentioned before, the KVS has a queue structure on the physical memory of the server, and the messaging server synchronizes message processing between the local message queue and message queues of the two KVSs on the logical ring. In terms of
Fault tolerance and availability of the whole messaging system, the proposed method has two major features.

The first feature of the proposed method is the reduction of frequency and amount of communication required to synchronize the message queues for achieving high-throughput queuing. In the simple KVS-based method, extra processing of metadata is required for every access of queues. For example, in assuming a simple model for adopting the simple KVS-based method, messaging servers need to receive and update the metadata for each storing process. In this case, the communication frequency of the conventional method becomes more than 3 times larger than that of the proposed method. The behavior of messaging systems with the high-throughput queuing method is detailed in Sect. 2.3.3.

The second feature of the proposed method is the shortened downtime during server failures. When broken or stopped servers recover from failure, the messaging server gets all backup messages from the KVS message queues and then restarts services after synchronizing the message queues to guarantee data consistency. Due to the KVS retaining the physical queue structure, the messaging server efficiently obtains messages by just a single communication. The behavior of messaging systems for failure recovery is detailed in Sect. 2.3.4. On the other hand, in the simple KVS-based method, messages of queues are not accumulated in a specified server and, thus, the messaging server must access all servers repeatedly to resume each message one by one.
This restriction prolongs their recovery time.

**2.3.3. High-Throughput Queuing Method with KVS**

The communication method between the messaging server and KVS to achieve high-throughput queuing and guaranteed data consistency is described in Fig. 2.4. Communication between messaging server and KVS in Fig. 2.4 corresponds to the process between Q1 of messaging server A and Q1 of KVS B for synchronization in Fig. 2.3. Each queue is connected by an individual TCP connection. Although backup TCP connections are also prepared in practice to maintain availability, its explanation is omitted here for the sake of brevity.

As shown in Fig. 2.4, the messaging server sends multiple synchronization requests over a single TCP connection corresponding to a queue. KVS collectively receives the requests (Fig. 2.4 (a)) and processes these requests successively (Fig. 2.4 (b)). While the KVS sends multiple replies (Fig. 2.4 (c)), processes described in Fig. 2.4 (a) and Fig. 2.4 (b) are also performed simultaneously.

By communicating the queue messages of each server through single TCP connections and processing requests in the order of their arrival sequence at the KVS, the order of message processing between messaging server and KVS is guaranteed. Furthermore, by issuing sequence numbers in every request and identifying the state of synchronization through this sequence number, data consistency is maintained.

To increase throughput of synchronized processing while guaranteeing data consistency of message queues, the conventional method increases multiplicity by increasing the number of TCP connections and the proposed method increases the data density (multiplicity) on TCP connections. The former access method is used in the *simple KVS-based method*. However, this method raises several concerns: the possibility of throughput degradation due to exclusive control among several TCP connections for strict guarantees of data consistency and the complexity of multiple design parameters of the network, such as the optimal number of TCP connections (or controls) to maximize message throughput [61].

On the other hand, the proposed method achieves an efficient internal queue lock of *queue transactions* by the simple design of using single TCP connections with every one-to-one message queue. However, for the proposed method, several demerits are considered. For example, due to a few TCP connections, influences of congestion
control [61] and connection latency of application requests may become significant. In addition, the proposed method may not efficiently utilize CPUs on multi-cores for parallel processing. In Sect 2.4.4, we discuss and evaluate to what degree these influences are negligible.

2.3.4. Behavior of Failure and Recovery

We explain the behavior of our proposed method by referring to Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. When server B breaks down, both messaging server B and KVS B stop operating. The subsequent behavior is described as follows.

(1) In the wake of stopping messaging server B, the load balancer B isolates the stopped messaging server B and keeps distributing messages to the messaging servers A and C, thereby, steadily continuing message processing.

(2) Messages that were processed shortly before messaging server B broke down are also stored into KVS A and C, and are resumed at the time messaging server B recovers.

(3) Breakdown of KVS B affects messaging servers A and C, which share the logical ring connected to the queue of KVS B. Concretely, messaging servers A and C detect the breakdown of KVS B by reply timeout, isolate the KVS B, and continue service in duplication mode.

On the other hand, when server B recovers from failure, it tries to restart both messaging server B and KVS B. The subsequent behavior is described as follows.

(1) Messaging server B obtains messages that were partly processed before it broke down from KVS A or C sharing the same logical ring. After that, messaging server B restarts its service.

(2) Messaging servers A and C using KVS B detect its recovery. KVS B simultaneously obtains and synchronizes messages from the message queues of messaging servers A or C. After that, KVS B restarts service.
2.4. Evaluation of High Throughput Queuing

2.4.1. Implementation and Evaluation Environment

We developed a messaging server and KVS as an event driven architecture [62]. These server programs are implemented in the C programming language. For the environment of our evaluation, we assume an e-mail system for smart phones representing the message queue systems.

2.4.2. Throughput Evaluation of Message Delivery

We evaluate throughput of the message queue system proposed in Sect. 2.3.1 and compare it with that of a conventional message queue system using RAID storages. An overview of this evaluation architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.5.

The test program sends messages (e-mail data) to the messaging server by SMTP. The messaging server stores messages into KVS and RAID storage using proposed and conventional methods, respectively. After that, the messaging server forwards the messages to the message transfer agent (MTA), which is a typical backend system for the e-mail service, after which it deletes them from the message queue.

The test program sends messages to the messaging servers based on a predetermined transmission rate. We adopt the combination of different message lengths, consisting of 70% of 1 KB messages and 30% of 10 KB messages, used for the evaluation of the conventional method [26].

First, we evaluate the maximum throughput (msg./s) defined as the rate at which the messaging server can steadily process store-and-forward e-mails without overflowing the messaging queues. Figure 2.6 shows the result of this simulation. This result reveals that the proposed message queue system achieves 3,600 msg./s, which is 4.5 times larger than that of conventional message queue systems having the bottleneck of disk access (850 msg./s).
Figure 2.5  Method for the evaluation of message queue system.

Figure 2.6  Throughputs of message queue systems
2.4.3. Performance of Proposed KVS

Next, we evaluate the method of communication processing to synchronize among distributed message queues as proposed in Sect. 2.3.3. First, we compare the throughput of the proposed method and the simple KVS-based method. Second, as a benchmark of KVS performance, we compare throughputs of the proposed queue-type KVS with memcached representing the in-memory KVS. Finally, we evaluate and discuss the dependence of throughput on the number of message queues of KVSs.

2.4.3.1. Throughput Comparison with Simple KVS-based Method

To compare the throughput of proposed method and simple KVS-based method, we experimentally produce results for KVS by simulating the simple KVS-based method. Figure 2.7 describes the overview of the evaluation for comparison of the throughputs. The test program sends a pair of enqueue request of 0.1KB fixed messages and delete request as one transaction to the KVS. Hence, we evaluate the maximum number of transactions that can be successfully processed by KVS.

The prototype KVS based on the simple KVS-based method retains one message queue, receives transactions via multiple TCP connections from the test program, and performs message processing after setting an internal queue lock every time. In this research, we vary the number of TCP connections from 1 to 100.

On the other hand, we evaluate the maximum throughput for our proposed method while continuously connecting one test program and one message queue of a KVS by a single TCP connection.

Figure 2.8 shows the results of the throughput evaluation. Throughput of the proposed method is 91,000 msg./s, which is 3.8 times larger than that of the simple KVS-based method (24,000 msg./s with 100 connections). This results from the difference of the exclusive control methods and communication processing methods.
(a) The method based on standard KVS

(b) Proposed method

Figure 2.7 Evaluation of standard and proposed KVS methods

Figure 2.8 Transaction throughputs of KVS for different methods.
2.4.3.2. Throughput Comparison with memcached

We compare the throughput of proposed queue-type KVS with memcached as the benchmark of in-memory KVS. memcached is well known as simple and high-throughput KVS and is also an event-driven architecture and implemented in the C language. Figure 2.9 describes the evaluation to compare both KVSs. Note that the condition of traffic from the test program is same as that shown in Sect. 2.4.3.1. We evaluate six values of message lengths (0.4, 1, 2, 4, 10, and 20 KB).

In this evaluation, due to that the total number of cores being four (2 cores × 2 CPUs), the number of TCP connections used in memcached is also set to four. Meanwhile, between 1 and 4 TCP connections in proposed KVS are prepared for connection between one and four queues. We evaluated their maximum throughputs under these conditions.

In Fig. 2.10, the x-axis and y-axis show message length and corresponding throughputs, respectively. In addition to throughputs of KVS for the proposed method and memcached, the throughput between test program and KVS is also described as a reference value of the critical performance with message forwarding on a 1Gbps network.

From the results, the maximum throughput of the proposed KVS is 200,000 msg./s when the message size is 0.4KB and there are two queues. Moreover, the maximum throughput of the proposed KVS is 100,000 msg./s when the message length is 1KB and there is only a single queue. Furthermore, in the range where the message length is larger than 2KB, the maximum throughput of the proposed KVS reaches the critical performance value of the 1Gbps network when there is only a single queue. The results for message lengths 10KB and 20KB are omitted in Fig. 2.10. Here, we confirm that doubling the number of queues does not affect the throughput when the message length is 0.4KB. The relationship between throughput and the number of queues of KVS, i.e., the total number of TCP connections, is discussed in Sect. 2.4.4.3.

In comparison with memcached, the maximum throughput of KVS is approximately 1.4 times as large as that of memcached with 1 KB messages. With 0.4 KB messages, the maximum throughput of KVS is approximately 2 times as large as that of memcached. These results indicate that the proposed KVS achieves high throughput when short messages are smaller than 1KB.
Although proposed KVS performs more functions including processing for high availability and data consistency than memcached, the proposed communication processing method is superior to that of memcached in dealing with short-length messages. On the other hand, in the range where the message length is larger than 2KB, throughput of the proposed method reaches critical performance values and there is a margin to perform additional operations in the CPU usage (CPU usage is 3%/2.7% when dealing with 10KB/20KB messages, respectively). These facts indicate that the proposed method is always effective to enhance throughput even if more network capacity is available.
2.4.3.3. Relationship between Number of Message Queues and Throughput

We evaluate the dependence of throughput on the number of logical rings (the number of queues) which KVS retains and processes. Figure 2.11 shows the overview of this evaluation.

Both, test program and KVS have multiple queues and each queue is connected by a single TCP connection. We evaluate throughput of the KVS when the number of
queues (the total numbers of TCP connections) is 1, 2, 4, and 8. Referring to Sect. 2.4.4.2, maximum throughput is obtained when message length is 0.4KB for 2 message queues or 1KB for 1 message queue. To eliminate the limit of network margin and accentuate the effect of the different number of queues, we set the message length to 0.1KB.

Figure 2.12 shows the throughput of the KVS for different number of message queues. For the proposed method, throughput for two message queues is 180,000 msg./s, which is twice of that when using a single message queue. In this evaluation, even if the number of message queues is more than two, CPU usage is at most 7%, which shows that CPU is not a bottleneck. Meanwhile, for a message length of 0.1KB, the critical performance value with message forwarding on the 1Gbps network is 1,300,000 msg./s, which means that the network is also not the bottleneck.

There are three major tasks of the KVS: (a) receive requests, (b) store messages into memory, and (c) send reply, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Additionally, both (a') waiting for requests after (c) and the communication time between the test program and KVS also affect the throughput. The KVS processes multiple queues in parallel and each message queue is handled by one process. Here, we consider that the throughput difference is not caused by processes (a), (b), and (c) due to the margin of the CPU. Besides, examination of the test program reveals that test program is no bottleneck for the CPU. Therefore, we presume that the communication time between the test program and KVS becomes the bottleneck. Concretely, the bottleneck originates from the window-based flow control of the TCP connection. When the number of message queues (the total number of TCP connections) increases, the bottleneck of communication between test program and KVS seems to mitigate and throughput is improved due to each queue being processed in parallel. Because KVS retains multiple message queues on logical rings as shown in Fig. 2.3, the proposed method is less subject to the influence of communication bottlenecks.
2.4.4. Experience in Real Message Queue Systems

Message queue systems as proposed in this chapter have been already applied to continuously support commercial services for more than five years without any service interruptions. This message queue system enables users to reduce the efforts for system construction without requiring RAID storages. Meanwhile, this message queue system also supports flexible system extension of the number of servers. From these features, the proposed message queue system satisfies both high availability and scalability. Moreover, the message queue system with distributed message queues is easy to interrupt and reboot, which can update software without stopping. Furthermore, the possibility that messaging server and KVS can coexist in one server contributes to a reduction in maintenance and monitoring workload compared with conventional message queue systems.
2.5. Related Work

For message queue systems achieving scalability and availability, several mail systems utilize distributed file systems based on hash tables [63-65] or distributed KVS Cassandra [66]. These proposals discuss scalability and availability by targeting the mailbox system, however, both approaches of distributed message queues and obtained throughputs are not mentioned in these works.

Moreover, in addition to the structure based on the pair of key and value in KVS, column-type KVS [66] is used for storing data into N-dimensional associative arrays. To our best knowledge, there has been no research on message queues utilizing such column-type KVS, however, it can be physically used as queue-type KVS by combining column-type KVS and simple KVS-based method. This KVS does not include the solution of high-throughput data synchronization in distributed systems. Hence, we conclude that the queue-type KVS proposed here is superior in performance.

2.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed an architecture for satisfying high throughput and high scalability in a message queue system for processing massive volumes of short-length messages through a distribution method of queue-type in-memory KVS and synchronized processing of distributed queues by single TCP connections.

We embedded the proposed architecture and method into a mail system for smart phones and performed evaluations of this system. The evaluation results revealed that throughput of the proposed message queue system achieves 3,600 msg./s per server, which is 4.5 times higher than that of the conventional method cooperating with RAID storages. Moreover, the throughput of the proposed KVS is 200,000 transactions/s with 0.4 KB messages, which is 2 times the performance of memcached.
Chapter 3

Improved Resilience of Message Queue System through Server Distribution

3.1. Introduction

Due to the progress of mobile network technology such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) it has become popular to connect Machine-to-Machine (M2M) devices, such as smart meters, health monitoring devices, or heavy equipment to the network. According to [1], the number of connected wireless devices reached 10 billion in 2014 and this number has been steadily increasing since then, especially with the continuous enhancements of the social infrastructure through M2M services. The service system, in particular its message queue system, is required to have high availability, which is considered among the most important features of mission-critical systems beside high-throughput processing of huge traffic volumes sent by devices. However, two issues need to be addressed to simultaneously satisfy high availability and high-throughput processing in a message queue system.

The first issue is that failover processing itself has a risk of failure. Generally, mission-critical systems implement shared data and failover processing for providing high availability (HA) services [39]. Failover processing includes application restart, process initialization, and recovery of data. These processes consist of special application-dependent processes, as well as common processes, such as health check and error detection of hardware/software. Their design and implementation become much more complex as the volume of messages to process becomes larger.
However, in recent years, catastrophic service failures of mission-critical systems processing large volumes of messages with failover processing [39-41] have frequently been reported. Causes of these service failures are usually software or hardware defects and it is very difficult to exhaustively identify these defects at the system testing stage because all possible cases of failover processing, e.g., complex problems caused by only theoretically occurring defects, can hardly be tested in advance. Therefore, a high-availability messaging system without failover processing is needed.

The second issue is to balance between consistency and availability. For message queue systems, a strong consistency of messages and message queues is the highest requisite to maintain reliable messaging. Furthermore, these message queue systems also require maintaining the state of the messaging process and the internal queue lock, which are denoted as queue transactions. To process large volumes of messages, the message queue system generally consists of multiple servers, however, maintaining consistency among these servers is a common issue for distributed processing [67]. Following Consistency Availability Partition (CAP) tolerance terminology [60], we can make a trade-off between consistency and availability at the KVS.

Here, an approach is required in which consistency in the message queue system can be guaranteed by the KVS functions and availability is improved by our proposal in this chapter. More specifically, not only 365 days of non-stop service is mandatory as long-term-availability, but also short-term-availability is required, e.g., even during a transient state when a failed server is being isolated or traffic congestion is being eliminated, the messaging service can be continuously provided without performance degradation. In this chapter, we propose a fabric message queue system without failover processing. Fabric message queue describes the distribution of messages to multiple servers in normal processing state to avoid failover processing. This system has the following two features and advantages.

(a) The message queue system architecture based on distributed in-memory KVS can provide long-term availability, i.e., it can continue its service wherever in the message queue system server/process failures may occur, by distributing messages to multiple servers, as well as by guaranteeing strong consistency of the messages and queues by using KVS functions and the Paxos protocol [68, 69].
(b) The distribution method of messages to servers using round-robin with a slowdown KVS exclusion and two logical counter-rotating KVS rings can achieve short-term availability even during an underlying network failure and/or slowdown of servers.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we explain the research background and issues related to message queue systems. We then present the system architecture and design. Next, we show the implementation and the performance evaluation results on availability of the system. Finally, we describe related work and conclusion.
3.2. Background and Issues

3.2.1. Outline of Message Queue System for M2M Devices

Figure 3.1 outlines an example of the system structure for services of M2M devices. Message queue systems are widely used for a large variety of services such as smart meter services in an electric power company, health equipment monitoring services, etc. Main functions of message queue systems are to reliably relay messages to the backend system without message loss and to buffer the message traffic of devices.

3.2.2. Risk of Failover Processing

Figure 3.2 outlines an example of failover processing and our approach to achieve high availability. Mission-critical systems usually have HA clusters for continuous service when their components fail. HA clusters detect hardware/software failures and immediately restart the application on another standby system, which is referred to as
Conventional message queue systems have a risk of failover processing. Similarly, our previously proposed system in Chapter 2 also partly has this risk because it uses recovery processing in which another system (messaging server) on standby gets all messages stored before the failure of the KVS.

To solve this issue caused by failover processing in the message queue system, we take advantage of distributed in-memory KVS. Generally, distributed in-memory KVS is used for high-throughput and scalability. However, we use it here for improving availability of the message queue system. To remove failover processing, we follow the approach of fabric messaging that distributes messages to all servers during the normal processing state. A fabric is a topology in which nodes pass data to each other through interconnected nodes in a mesh fashion. In data center network research, switch fabrics are well known [70, 71]. In this chapter, we propose a fabric architecture on the application layer containing the data store for solving the above-mentioned failover processing issue of message queue systems (see Sect. 3.3.1).

### 3.2.3. Trade-off between Consistency and Availability

#### 3.2.3.1. Queues on Distributed KVS Ring

For scalability of the data store, a general distributed KVS distributes data as (key, value) pair by consistent hashing [72] and a cluster of distributed KVS is configured by using range partitioning [72, 73] (the cluster of distributed KVS is denoted as KVS ring). In the KVS ring, each server (coordinator in [72]) is responsible for the region between itself and the previous server on the ring.

Our previously proposed message queue system in Chapter 2 simply applied basic KVS technology, therefore, the consistency of messages cannot be maintained when split-brain occurs as shown in Fig. 3.2. To maintain strong consistency, we use Paxos, a protocol for obtaining consensus in interconnected unreliable processors, which is widely used in many distributed processing systems [73].

However, even if both general distributed KVS technology and Paxos were simply applied to the message queue system as shown in Fig. 3.3, there would be new problems that are described in Sect. 3.2.3.2.

In Fig. 3.3, each KVS is assigned queues based on range partitioning. Each queue is stored in three KVS and can be in either master or non-master state. The master
queue is responsible for queue transactions, such as enqueuing or dequeuing of messages, and for message replication of the two non-master queues. If a KVS failure is detected in a KVS ring by Paxos, the faulty KVS is isolated from the ring and one of the non-master queues becomes the new master queue as alternative to the previous master queue on the faulty KVS. The messaging server selects the KVS with master queue by using consistent hashing and sends messages to this newly selected KVS.

### 3.2.3.2. Two Problems in Message Queue Systems

Figure 3.4 outlines the new problems that arise when applying conventional methods to this message queue system. When constructing the message queue system, as shown in Fig. 3.3, the KVS are connected to the underlying network, which consists of more than a single network device (each device has its own standby device in case of a failure). Considering a route change between switches in case of failure at a single or multiple switches, the route stabilization time takes several seconds or more than 10 seconds in either case.
The temporal performance degradation of a server is another problem. As shown in Fig. 3.4, when the server of KVS-C fails, the performance of KVS-A and KVS-B having the responsibility for non-master queues degrades due to multiple reply-timeouts of KVS-C until the detection and isolation of KVS-C’s failure; Typically, more than 10 seconds are needed for a server failure detection, see Fig. 3.3. Furthermore, a heavy workload background job also temporally degrades server performance. This is denoted as slowdown of a server. Above-mentioned examples may lead to the following two problems of short-term availability in the message queue system as shown in Fig. 3.4.

(1) Large values of KVS failure detection timer
To avoid false detections of server-failures during the route stabilization of the underlying network, the detection time for KVS failures must be set to a value that is larger than the route stabilization time of the network, i.e., from several seconds to above 10 seconds. Consequently, all messaging servers must wait for the response from the faulty KVS until the KVS failure detection timer expires. The same problem also
occurs for a slowdown. One example of this adverse effect is that the messaging server cannot reply to the mobile devices for over 10 seconds, while wasting wireless resources and degrading messaging service quality, see Fig. 3.4-(1).

(2) Concentration of message queue load after KVS failures
When KVS-C in Fig. 3.4 fails, KVS-D becomes the new master after the KVS failure detection time has passed and the non-master queue is designated as the new master queue as described in Sect. 3.2.3.1. The designation order of the new master queue depends on the KVS ring’s direction. For example, if both KVS-C and KVS-D fail, KVS-E is designated as the new master, therefore, it must process three master queues of all three KVS (C+D+E). In this situation, the load of message traffic concentrates on KVS-E, which can lead to performance degradation (see Fig. 3.4-(2)).

The first problem described above is because the detection time for the KVS failure on the underlying network or a server slowdown can be relatively long compared to the messaging time itself (tens of milliseconds for messaging versus more than ten seconds for network stabilization or server slowdown). The second problem arises from the nature of the distributed KVS since it is important for mission-critical systems to continuously provide services even when multiple server failures occur [74, 75].

In this chapter, we propose distribution methods to solve these problems and provide short-term-availability while guaranteeing the consistency of the messages by the Paxos protocol used in the KVS.
3.3. Proposed Architecture and Distribution Methods

3.3.1. Architecture of Fabric Message Queue System

The architecture of the proposed fabric message queue system is shown in Fig. 3.5. Its logical structure and functions as well as its physical configuration are described below.

3.3.1.1. Logical Structure and Functions

As mentioned before, the messaging server consists of two programs: the enqueue controller (E-Ctrl), which receives messages and stores them to the queue (enqueue), and the dequeue controller (D-Ctrl), which retrieves messages from the queues and relays them. E-Ctrl distributes messages to all servers during the normal processing state to remove failover processing. This architecture has fabric topology in which nodes pass data to each other through interconnected nodes in a mesh fashion.

We describe the logical structure and function of proposed fabric message queue system where the following numbers correspond to those shown in Fig. 3.5.

(1) The load balancing module dispatches incoming messages from the source clients to the E-Ctrl in the same way as the conventional system. It monitors the TCP ports of the E-Ctrl to avoid dispatching to a faulty E-Ctrl.
(2) Multiple E-Ctrl and D-Ctrl are interconnected via multiple KVS. Both the E-Ctrl and the D-Ctrl are stateless and operate cooperatively and independently through the message queues in the KVS.

(3) The E-Ctrl selects a KVS by round-robin with a rule that excludes KVS in a faulty and/or slowdown state, then stores the message at the selected KVS (see Sect. 3.2.1). Therefore, the E-Ctrl can store messages, regardless if there are KVS failures and can continue services.

(4) The KVS on a server are logically linked to shape a directional ring that includes multiple KVS and provides distributed KVS. Message queues are deployed on the KVS ring as mentioned in Sect. 3.2.3.1. Messages and message queues are handled by the Paxos protocol as distributed KVS consisting of three KVS. Each KVS has multiple message queues. In Fig. 3.5, there are three queues, the topmost one is a master queue and the lower two are non-master queues. The E-Ctrl enqueues and the D-Ctrl dequeues messages via the master queue. Functions for high availability such as KVS failure detection, isolation of the faulty KVS, and the master/non-master KVS reassignment, are based on the basic distributed KVS described in Sect. 3.2.3. KVS can continue service such as enqueuing and dequeuing messages after failure detection regardless of which KVS has a failure (regarding availability within the failure detection, see Sect. 3.3.2.1).

(5) Multiple D-Ctrl get messages from multiple KVS and send them to the destination. Therefore, there is enough redundancy for the messaging service even if failure/slowdown of the D-Ctrl occurs. In detail, the D-Ctrl gets a message from one of the master message queues and sends it to the destination. If the message is successfully received by the destination, the D-Ctrl removes the message from the master messaging queue. The D-Ctrl sets an internal lock on the messaging queue while accessing it to arbitrate access conflicts. The D-Ctrl preferentially gets messages from a local KVS, i.e., located on the same physical server, rather than from non-local KVS to reduce processing overhead.

3.3.1.2. Physical Configuration and Features for High Availability and Scalability

The fabric message queue system consists of $N$ units of load balancers and servers, as well as network devices (not shown explicitly in Fig. 3.5). All the servers have a
homogeneous configuration where the E-Ctrl, distributed KVS, and the D-Ctrl are all located on one server. This configuration makes it easy to add/delete servers in this system.

KVS use Paxos for communication within their logical KVS ring for maintaining strong consistency, even in the case of network faults or split brain. We consider two KVS rings that are independent of each other in our architecture. If a server failure occurs in one KVS ring or its modules, this system can continue with the messaging service by using the other KVS ring. Both KVS rings are connected to different networks and therefore, this system can continue service even when one network becomes disconnected. Based on the proposed fabric architecture, high scalability and long-term-availability of the message queue system can be realized.

Note that regarding messages from a specific source to destination, the message delivery is guaranteed if the destination is ready to receive the message, but the order of message delivery is not necessarily guaranteed because multiple paths (KVS) between the E-Ctrl and D-Ctrl exist. We designed a fabric architecture and multiple paths to achieve higher availability. If the message queue system consists of $N$ units of load balancers and servers having the same performance, we consider that availability is more important than message reordering for the majority of M2M services. If precise ordering is required, adding a KVS selection condition could prevent message reordering, e.g., a pair of source and destination client addresses is mapped to one specific KVS.
3.3.2. Distribution Methods for Improving Short-Term Availability

3.3.2.1. Round-Robin Method with Slowdown KVS Exclusion

To solve the problem (1) described in Sect. 3.2.3.2, i.e., when the detection time for the KVS failure on the underlying network or a server slowdown is three orders of magnitude longer than the messaging service itself, we define the KVS status as being either in slowdown or no-slowdown. An E-Ctrl selects a KVS by the round-robin method with a slowdown KVS exclusion, instead of the consistent hashing method basically used in the conventional KVS.

In detail, the E-Ctrl monitors the elapsed time that starts at the time of transmitting messages to a KVS until reception by the KVS. The E-Ctrl has a threshold for the elapsed time of each KVS denoted as slowdown detection time. If the elapsed time exceeds the slowdown detection time, the E-Ctrl determines the KVS state as in slowdown, after which it avoids storing messages in that KVS and stores them instead on another KVS in non-slowdown state as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6 Distribution method avoiding slowdown KVS
By monitoring each KVS with a slowdown detection time of several hundred milliseconds, we can avoid the longer detection time needed for the KVS failure or server-slowdown. An optimal value of the slowdown detection time will be evaluated in Sect. 3.4.3.

### 3.3.2.2. Two KVS Counter-Rotating Rings

To solve the problem of concentration of message queue load after KVS failures as described in Sect. 3.2.3.2, we propose the message distribution method with two counter-rotating KVS rings as shown in Fig. 3.7. This KVS has three queues, the leftmost is the master queue and the other two are non-master queues. Both KVS rings have opposite directions of processing order.

In normal state, an E-Ctrl distributes messages to the master queues by round-robin between both KVS rings, see (1) in Fig. 3.7. The master queues oversee the message replication for the two non-master queue. If a KVS failure/slowdown happens,
it would impact the two KVS that have the master queue sending replicated messages to the non-master queues of the faulty KVS until the faulty KVS becomes isolated, see (2) in Fig. 3.7. For example, a slowdown of KVS1-C in Fig. 3.7 would influence KVS1-A and KVS1-B. At that time, if an E-Ctrl can determine KVS1-B slowdown as described in Sect. 3.3.2.1, it skips with the next message to KVS2-B in the other KVS ring, which is not influenced by the failure of KVS1-C.

If a server failure occurs, an E-Ctrl can also determine the KVS slowdown and it skips with the next message to the normal (non-failure) KVS. After that KVS detects the faulty KVS and changes one of the non-master queues to be the new master queue. For example, (3) in Fig. 3.7 shows that if a failure of Server-C occurs, the non-master queues of KVS1-D and KVS2-B become master queues. This divides the load onto both servers and is more effective when multiple server failures occur simultaneously, e.g., failures of Server-C and Server-D, see (4) in Fig. 3.7. For the conventional method that has only a single KVS ring, KVS-E must process the data of three KVS (C+D+E) when KVS-C and KVS-D fail. On the other hand, with our proposed method, KVS1-E and KVS2-B only need to process data of two KVS under the same situation. Thus, the proposed distribution method reduces the negative impacts on the service caused by server/KVS process failures.
3.4. Implementation and Evaluation

3.4.1. Implementation and Methodology for Evaluation

E-Ctrl and D-Ctrl were implemented based on an event-driven architecture [62] developed in the C language. We implemented KVS, which have a key-value data structure, in Java and added functions for queue transactions to the KVS. The message queue system for the evaluation consists of 5 E-Ctrl, 5 D-Ctrl, and 10 KVS. There are 2 logical KVS rings, each consisting of 5 KVS. Each KVS has 18 GB of memory for storing more than a million messages.

We evaluate the short-term-availability provided by proposed two methods described in Sect. 3.3.2 and the long-term-availability of the fabric message queue system described in Sect. 3.3.1. We intend to observe this behavior and evaluate availability under server failures, therefore, we assume message sizes as 30 KB, which is relatively large in our experience and it can therefore increase the server load of the messaging server/KVS. A test client program generates the workload to the E-Ctrl and the message queue system forwards the messages to a test destination server.

3.4.2. Verification of Detection of Slowdowns

To verify the effect of the round-robin method with slowdown KVS exclusion described in Sect. 3.3.2.1, we compared the throughput of two message queue systems, one with the proposed round-robin method with slowdown KVS exclusion and the other with conventional consistent hashing method. Figure 3.8 outlines the test environment of the evaluation. We let server-D fail while processing the workload and monitor the throughput and the error responses to the test client program from all the E-Ctrl. The test client program transmits the workload to E-Ctrl at a rate of 1200 msg./s that can be processed stably under one server failure in this evaluation environment.
Throughputs of the two message queue systems are shown in Fig. 3.9. For the proposed method, the throughput remains stable before and after the server failure. In contrast, for the conventional consistent hashing method, the throughput is temporally decreased for about 15 seconds after the server failure. The number of error responses is shown in Fig. 3.10. Compared to the conventional method (2379 error responses), the error responses decrease with the proposed method (214 error responses) by 92%. Thus, it is shown that the proposed method increases the short-term-availability of the message queue system.

Figure 3.8 Method of evaluation of message queue system
Figure 3.9 Throughput of message queue systems.

Figure 3.10 Number of error responses.
3.4.3. Determining the Optimal Slowdown Detection Time

To find an optimum value of the slowdown detection time described in Sect. 3.3.2.1, we evaluate the performance of the proposed system for different parameter values. We use the same test environment as shown in Fig. 3.8 and evaluate the average and variance of the throughput for different slowdown detection time from 0.1 to 1 second.

The average and variance of the throughput are shown in Fig. 3.11. The average throughput increases in the range from 0.1 to 0.4 seconds for the slowdown detection time values, and flattens in the range larger than 0.4 seconds. On the other hand, the variance of throughput decreases in the range from 0.1 to 0.4 seconds. Figure 3.12 shows the behavior of the throughput for two slowdown detection time values, 0.1 and 0.4 seconds, before and after a server failure. The throughput for 0.1 seconds has a high fluctuation, while it is stable for 0.4 seconds. The average throughput for 0.1 seconds is 9% less than the throughput for 0.4 seconds.

In general, it is better to set smaller values for slowdown detection, because larger values impact the waiting time of the source clients (mobile devices) as described in Sect. 3.2.3.2. From the result in Fig. 3.11, an optimum value of slowdown detection time is 0.4 sec.
The reason why the throughput is not stable for 0.1 seconds is an effect of the copying garbage collection of Java. Copying garbage collection happened every second in the test and the process of KVS stopped operation when the detection time value is in the range from 0.1 to 0.3 seconds.

In conventional systems, the duration of copying garbage collection is negligible. Previous research on garbage collection of Java [76] revealed that the duration of copying garbage collection depends on the memory size and becomes non-negligible when the memory size is larger than 1 GB. We estimate that the duration time of copying garbage collection becomes longer, because each KVS has 18 GB memory and must store a lot of key-value data including the metadata to achieve queue transactions.

If a KVS halts due to copying garbage collection for more than slowdown detection time, the E-Ctrl stop transmitting messages to this KVS. Thus, the KVS has nothing to process, leading to a decrease in throughput of the whole message queue system. In addition, we presume this effect of copying garbage collection to be a common problem of KVS-based systems, because many KVS implementations such as Cassandra or Hbase [77] are implemented in Java and modern distributed systems are equipped with large memory.

Figure 3.12 Throughput for different slowdown detection time values (0.1 and 0.4 sec) over time.
3.4.4. Impact of Server Failures on Availability

We evaluate the performance of the proposed fabric message queue system from the long-term-availability point of view. Figure 3.13 outlines the test environment of the evaluation. We compare the performance behavior, throughput, and queue length of the message queue of the proposed system and the conventional system. The conventional system has two KVS same-direction rings because that is same as having a single KVS ring with one direction. The queue length of the message queue reflects the variance of load balancing in the whole system. We apply the optimum value of 0.4 seconds as the slowdown detection time to the system.

For mission-critical systems, e.g., carrier grade systems, operators expect the system to handle 2 simultaneous server failures and they construct the redundancy system for this worst-case scenario. A single server can stably process 300 msg./s as shown in Sect. 3.4.2, therefore, the test client program transmits the workload to the E-Ctrl at a rate of 900 msg./s that can be processed stably when 2 server failures occur. After 60 seconds of transmitting the workload, we first let server-D fail, followed by a
(1) Conventional Message queue system
Throughput of the conventional message queue system is shown in Fig. 3.14. Throughput is stable when the first server failure happens, however, when the second server fails, it decreases to zero, meaning that the messaging service completely stops. After 5 seconds of stopping the messaging service, the service is recovered.
The queue length of the message queue in each KVS is shown in Fig. 3.15. For example, the queue name “Q1-A” shows the queue of KVS belonging to ring 1 and initially located in Server-A. When the Server-D failure occurs, the lengths of Q1-E and Q2-E increase. We consider that it is caused by excluding KVS-D. When the server-E failure occurs, the lengths of 6 queues (Q1-A, Q2-A, Q1-D, Q2-D, Q1-E, Q2-E) are increased. We attribute this to the problem in load balancing as described in Sect. 3.2.3.2(2). Server-A that includes KVS1-A, KVS1-B, and D-Ctrl-A must process the queues of 3 KVS and the failure of Server-E impacts the other KVS during the failure detection time (described in Sect. 3.3.2.2) leading to a messaging service stop for 5 seconds.

(2) Proposed Message Queue System
The throughput of the proposed message queue system having the two KVS counter-rotating rings is shown in Fig. 3.16. Compared to the conventional system in Fig. 3.14, throughput in Fig. 3.16 remains rather stable when the first and second servers fail. Throughput decreases about 20%, which corresponds to the workload of two messaging (master) queues temporally in an out-of-service state out of the initial five messaging (master) queues.

The queue lengths in each KVS are shown in Fig. 3.17 for the proposed system. Compared to the conventional system in Fig. 3.15, the lengths of queues in Fig. 3.17 are only slightly increased. That is caused by the proposed method reducing the impact of load balancing as described in Sect. 3.2.2. Thus, it is shown that the proposed architecture and two methods can continue the messaging service even if multiple server failures occur. Therefore, it can provide long-term-availability.
Figure 3.16 Throughput of message queue system (proposed method: opposite directions of rings).

Figure 3.17 Queue lengths of each KVS.
3.5. Related Work

We describe related work from three points of view: message queue systems, failover processing, and distribution methods.

Regarding message queue systems, a queuing system based on distributed in-memory KVS was proposed in [57]. Its queuing function deployed in the KVS is similar to the function of our proposed system. However, it focused on the queuing part only and it did not discuss about the availability of the whole system including the messaging process. In addition, our approach of focusing on availability of distributed in-memory KVS differs from conventional research.

Previous study in the risks of failover processing have been reported in [78, 79]. To avoid catastrophic service failures, they proposed management rules, e.g., monitoring system failures and verifying configurations of failover processing, and preparations, e.g., procedures when system failure happens. It was also mentioned in [78] that designing the system for a concentration of message load after failover processing was important.

The *shared nothing* architecture [79] is similar to ours when distributing messages in a normal processing state. However, the *shared nothing* system usually doesn't duplicate messages and needs failover processing or recovery processes to continue service. The significant difference between our proposed architecture and the *shared nothing* architecture is when it is executed. Our proposed system always executes the same process wherever a server failure happens, while application restart and recovery process in the *shared nothing* architecture are executed only when a server failure happens. Therefore, our proposed architecture can be more available than the *shared nothing* architecture.

Regarding the distribution method of KVS, consistent hashing is the standard distribution method of KVS such as in Cassandra. Our proposed method is optimized for queuing and high availability in the messaging service.
3.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a fabric message queue system that has the following functions and advantages.

・ The message queue system architecture based on distributed in-memory KVS can provide long-term-availability and can continue its service wherever in the message queue system server/process failures may occur by distributing messages to multiple servers. Furthermore, it can guarantee strong consistency of the messages and message queues by using KVS functions and the Paxos protocol.

・ The distribution methods of messages to servers by using round-robin with a slowdown KVS exclusion and two logical KVS counter-rotating rings can achieve short-term-availability even during an underlying network failure and/or a slowdown of servers.

Evaluation results show that this system can continue service without failover processing. Compared with the conventional method, our proposed distribution methods reduced 92% of user errors caused by server failures. Furthermore, we determined the optimum value of slowdown detection time in our distribution method.
Chapter 4

Increased Throughput of Message Queue System through Dequeue Scheduling

4.1. Introduction

In the Internet of Things (IoT) era, the amount of all digital data in the world created by various devices and sensors is exponentially increasing and it is predicted to reach 40 ZB by 2020 [8]. IoT service systems utilizing data from devices typically consist of 3 groups: field devices which send and receive data, backend systems in a data center/cloud, and the message queue systems located between the devices and backend systems.

Message queue systems are widely used for interoperability and control of the huge message traffic between devices and backend systems [81, 82]. Especially, the control of message traffic has become an important requirement as the volume of IoT messages has increased dramatically over the past years. There are several solutions such as Kafka [48], Amazon Kinesis [83], Azure IoT Hub [84], etc., following different approaches depending on their respective objectives. In addition, to satisfy these requirements as well as obtaining a high availability, such as a short failover time of within one second for social infrastructure systems, we proposed in the previous chapters a high-throughput and reliable message queue system based on a distributed in-memory key-value store (KVS).

Here, we address another issue of traffic control between devices and backend systems for IoT services. Devices transmit messages periodically at their own intervals,
such as the period of log collection for their service requirements. On the other hand, backend systems process messages at different rates to achieve maximum throughput for the individual objectives of the IoT services, such as analysis, management of devices, or data visualization. Therefore, to compensate for the heterogeneity in message traffic between devices and backend systems, message queue systems use buffering to handle message traffic from devices. This compensation is achieved through distributed message queue systems, which enables the distribution and load-balancing of message processing on multiple servers. In the past, the specifications of field devices and backend systems were defined in advance. However, today’s IoT service systems in conjunction with development and operations (DevOps) trends require rapid implementation and continuous modification, additionally to the backend system also becoming adaptable [85-88]. Furthermore, progresses of distribution platforms such as Spark [49] or Storm [50], have dramatically improved the performance of backend system. In this background, updating the processes or parameter settings of backend system can impact the system’s performance.

In fact, when the number of backend systems connecting to the message queue increases, we can observe that this situation impacts the performance of our proposed message queue and degrades the throughput for retrieving messages from the message queue (dequeue). By analyzing the factor of throughput degradation, we recognize a large number of missed-dequeues, which means that the lack of messages in the selected queue wastes computational resources.

Therefore, in this chapter, we focus on the dequeue process of distributed message queue systems and we propose a method called Retry Dequeue-request Scheduling (RDS) to solve the throughput degradation problem. We evaluate the RDS method by simulation and also prove its advantage in experimental real servers.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we explain the background and issues of message queue systems for IoT. We then present our proposed method and its design. Next, we show its performance evaluation by simulation, and the results from the experimental evaluation. Finally, we describe related work and provide a conclusion.
4.2. Background

4.2.1. Outline of IoT Service System

4.2.1.1. Message Queue System in IoT Service

Figure 4.1 outlines an example of the system structure in IoT services. Message queues are widely used for a large variety of services, e.g., monitoring/optimization of services in industry, smart meter services in electricity companies, connected vehicle services, or services of a telecom company collecting data from M2M devices. Message queues are required for the interoperability and abstraction (absorption) of message traffic of devices. By supporting IoT protocols, e.g., MQTT Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Representational State Transfer (REST), or Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [89], and by making devices and backend system become loosely coupled (independent), message queues enable the developer to interoperate between them rapidly. Message queues buffer messages into a queue on a persistent storage (enqueue) and enable the backend system to retrieve the messages from the queue at their own timing. Under the condition that the message queue has both, sufficient performance to process messaging traffic from devices and scalability in performance and storage, the message queue enables the developers of the backend system to design their system without
considering the entire volume of the messaging traffic.

### 4.2.1.2. Heterogeneity in IoT Message Traffic

It is generally agreed that IoT services require information from historical or real-time data for their own objectives, such as monitoring and optimization [43-47]. In [43-45], IoT service systems are required to manage the massive volume of data generated by sensors in various fields, such as smart grids, connected vehicles, and heavy equipment, etc. In [46], optimization at the enterprise level in smart manufacturing requires only periodically collected data. In [47], general smart sensors are organized in simple packages, i.e., they may consist of single chips and generate simple periodical data.

The general approach in IoT to find patterns in data is to collect much data from devices and learn through trial-and-error of data analysis. This approach requires a large data volume for various analyses. Therefore, traffic volume from devices generating periodical message data has become enormous in IoT service systems. The transmitted data size of sensors highly depends on their service requirements and protocols, such as MQTT, REST, and Transport Layer Security (TLS) [90], etc. From our past experiences with specific use cases, such as monitoring or optimization services, we assume in this chapter that the data size is 1 KB, which is widely applied to IoT services.

On the other hand, the backend system collects data for various IoT objectives, such as monitoring and optimization, for which it retrieves messages from the queue at its own non-periodic and process-dependent timing. The processing times differ by context of message, message size, and other related data. To achieve higher throughput by fully utilizing computational resources, the backend system retrieves messages from the queue with a pull-based method [48]. We describe further details in Sect. 4.6. In addition, progress in distribution platforms, such as Spark, leads to a dramatic change in processing time of the backend system.

Here it can be seen that while devices send massive amounts of periodical messages, backend systems process messages at their own timing in IoT. Therefore, the control function of the massive and heterogeneous message traffic in the message queue becomes a crucial issue in IoT. In this chapter, we are targeting these heterogeneous environments in the IoT service system.
4.2.2. Conventional Approach using Distributed Message Queues

4.2.2.1. Architecture for High Scalability and Availability

In Chapter 3, we proposed a high-throughput and reliable message queue system based on a distributed in-memory key-value store (KVS) for social infrastructure systems (Fig. 4.2). The proposed message queue system adopts a fabric architecture with connected full-meshed servers for high scalability and availability. The proposed message queue system consists of 3 parts: the enqueue controller (E-Ctrl) for receiving and storing messages in a queue, the distributed queue to the KVS server as persistent storage, and the dequeue controller (D-Ctrl) for receiving dequeue requests from the backend system and retrieving the messages from queues. This structure enables to eliminate a single point of failure and enhances the horizontal scalability of each part.

4.2.2.2. Transparency in Distributed Message Queues

In the proposed queue system as shown in Fig. 4.3, E-Ctrl and D-Ctrl provide access transparency and location transparency for devices and backend system. Let us detail
their transparency using Fig. 4.3. In the message queue system, a logical queue consists of multiple physical queues based on KVS. E-Ctrl and D-Ctrl share information of the logical queue, such as the location of physical queues, and enable devices/backend system to access logical queues as a single queue. When devices enqueue a new message into the logical queue, the E-Ctrl selects one of the physical queues by round-robin and physically enqueues it there.

On the other hand, when the backend system dequeues messages from the logical queue, the D-Ctrl searches for messages by round-robin in multiple message queues and dequeues them from those. The backend system can require how many messages are retrieved by a single dequeue-request and the D-Ctrl can dequeue messages from multiple queues. If the backend system requires the maximum number of messages and we define this number as $N_{\text{max}}$, there are two types of D-Ctrl dequeue procedures: (i) retrieving $N_{\text{max}}$ messages or (ii) retrieving a number less than $N_{\text{max}}$ messages from one of the physical queues. When the D-Ctrl gets $N_{\text{max}}$ messages, it sends these messages to the backend system. On the other hand, when the D-Ctrl gets less than $N_{\text{max}}$ messages from one physical queue, it continues with dequeuing from the next physical queues by round-robin until it has $N_{\text{max}}$ messages in total or the counter for dequeue trials exceeds the setting of dequeue trials (retry out). Each D-Ctrl performs

![Figure 4.3 Transparency in distributed message queues](image_url)
dequeues in parallel. This distribution of dequeue accesses enables the backend system to get the messages without considering the location where they were actually stored.

4.2.3. Outline of IoT Service System

As mentioned above, backend systems are required for rapid implementation and continuous modification due to DevOps trends in IoT services. Developers modify backend system parameters or data processing methods to adjust for variable requirements or objectives of the IoT service. For example, an interval of dequeue requests is required by the data processing time of backend systems for achieving IoT service requirements. The developers also determine the number of backend systems to ensure sufficient throughput.

However, as result of the real-world performance test in the case where a large number of backend systems is connected to our proposed message queue, the throughput is degraded by 20% from the expected message traffic volume. The reason for the degradation of throughput is that a large number of dequeue requests wastes computational resources of the message queue system. Especially missed-dequeues, which occur when there is a lack of messages in the selected queue, consume the computational resources for enqueue and dequeue operations (see Sect. 4.3.1).

We focus on the enqueue traffic in the conventional approach and extend the system based on the enqueue traffic. However, dequeuing (D-Ctrl) can become the bottleneck of the IoT service system in the above case. For IoT services, it is a fundamental issue for backend systems to modify data processing continually without the need for parameter tuning. To solve this issue, we propose novel dequeue methods in the distributed message queue in this chapter.
4.3. Analysis of Throughput Degradation and Proposal

In this section, we first analyze the processing of the message queue to solve the problem of throughput degradation. Next, we analyze the problem of throughput degradation based on computational resources. Finally, we propose two new dequeuing methods that decrease the number of dequeue requests from the backend system.

4.3.1. Process of Distributed Message Queue

Figure 4.4 shows a simplified view of each process of the message queue. There are three kinds of processes: enqueue, dequeue, and delete. Furthermore, we distinguish between two kinds of dequeues: missed-dequeue and hit-dequeue. Here, hit-dequeue describes the successful retrieval of messages from the selected queue. Note that hit-dequeues always include at least one message.

When D-Ctrl receives a dequeue request from the backend system, it selects one of the message queues and sends a dequeue request. Here, backend system sets the number of maximum messages and we define this number as $N_{\text{max}}$. If there are no messages in the selected queue, D-Ctrl gets a negative response that we refer to as missed-dequeue including no messages. If there are one or more messages in the selected queue, D-Ctrl gets a positive response that we denote as hit-dequeue regardless
of whether D-Ctrl gets $N_{\text{max}}$ messages or not. If D-Ctrl does not get $N_{\text{max}}$ messages in total, D-Ctrl selects another message queue by round-robin and sends the dequeue request to it. D-Ctrl continues to select another message queue until it gets $N_{\text{max}}$ messages in total or a retry out occurs.

After the backend system finishes processing data, it issues a delete request to D-Ctrl. A delete process corresponds to each message in the hit-dequeue process. Therefore, we define the computational cost of hit-dequeues including delete processes simply in the following consideration.

4.3.2. Analysis of Throughput Degradation

First, we consider the computational resources of data processing in a distributed messaging queue. For calculating the maximum throughput, if we define all the computational resources of the message queue system as $R_c$, the total cost of the enqueue process as $C_e$, the total cost of the hit-dequeue process as $C_{dh}$, and the total cost of the missed-dequeue process as $C_{dm}$, we obtain following expression.

$$R_c = C_e + C_{dh} + C_{dm} \quad (1)$$

This expression means that the enqueue and dequeue processing share all computational resources. If we define the enqueue message traffic as $E$ [msg./s], the cost of the enqueue process per message as $c_{e0}$, the missed-dequeue message traffic as $D_m$ [msg./s], and the cost of the missed-dequeue process per message as $c_{dm0}$, we obtain the following expression.

$$R_c = E \ c_{e0} + C_{dh} + D_m \ c_{dm0} \quad (2)$$

In Eq. (2), $C_{dh}$ is a variable depending on how many messages are retrieved by D-Ctrl in a single dequeue request from a selected queue. On the other hand, $c_{e0}$ and $c_{dm0}$ are constant because enqueue and missed-dequeue are processed individually.

The total cost of the hit-dequeue process $C_{dh}$ can be divided into two parts: the cost of constant processing and the cost of variable processing depending on the number of messages D-Ctrl retrieves by one dequeue. If we define hit-dequeue message traffic as $D_h$ [msg./s], the cost of constant processing per message as $c_{dh0}$, the number of messages D-Ctrl obtained by one dequeue request as $N_h$, and the cost of variable processing when D-Ctrl gets $N_h$ messages by one dequeue request as $c_{dhN_h}$, we obtain the following expression in Eq. (3).
\[ C_{dh} = D_h c_{dh0} + \sum_{i=1}^{D_h} N_i c_{dhN_i} \quad (3) \]

Since the number of input messages to a message queue equals the number of output messages, enqueue message traffic \( E \) equals the hit-dequeue message traffic \( D_h \). Hence, we obtain the following expression in Eq. (4).

\[ R_c = E (c_{e0} + c_{dh0}) + \sum_{i=1}^{D_h} N_i c_{dhN_i} + D_m c_{dm0} \quad (4) \]

In this expression, the first term represents the cost depending on enqueue message traffic. The second term is the hit-dequeue cost depending on both how many messages D-Ctrl gets by one dequeue request and the hit-dequeue process. If D-Ctrl can get messages efficiently by a single dequeue request, the second term would decrease. The third term is the cost of missed-dequeues and it is in proportion to missed-dequeue message traffic \( D_m \), which is independent of the enqueue message traffic \( E \). This term represents the loss and is independent of the input message traffic.

Here, we consider the problem of throughput degradation described in Sect. 4.2.3, where the enqueue message traffic is not changed and the dequeue message traffic is changed. Therefore, we focus on the third term and take an approach to reduce the number of missed-dequeue requests.

### 4.3.3. Proposed Methods

In this section, we propose two dequeue methods to reduce missed-dequeue requests to avoid throughput degradation.

#### 4.3.3.1. Periodical Monitoring Scheduling (PMS)

Figure 4.5 outlines a dequeue method we call *Periodical Monitoring and Scheduling* (PMS). PMS aims at reducing the number of missed-dequeues by periodically monitoring each message queue to gather the message counter information. D-Ctrl can access a message queue, which has a sufficient number of messages (Fig. 4.5 (a)) by status monitoring. If there are no queues which have enough messages, D-Ctrl regulates
the access to the message queues (Fig. 4.5 (b)). PMS efficiently accesses the message queues to reduce the number of missed-dequeues trading off for the additional cost of periodical monitoring. If we define the monitoring traffic as $M \text{[msg./s]}$ and the cost of monitoring one queue as $c_M$, we obtain the following expression.

$$R_c = E (c_{e0} + c_{d0}) + \sum_{i=1}^{D_h} N_i c_{dhN_i} + D_m c_{dm0} + M c_M \quad (5)$$

In this expression, the missed-dequeue cost (third term) and the monitoring cost (fourth term) are in a trade-off relationship.

### 4.3.3.2. Retry Dequeue-Request Scheduling (RDS)

Figure 4.6 outlines a dequeue method we call *Retry Dequeue-Request Scheduling* (RDS). RDS aims at reducing the sending of dequeue requests to message queues by waiting until messages arrive at the message queues. When D-Ctrl receives a dequeue request from backend system, D-Ctrl accesses the selected message queue. If D-Ctrl cannot get any messages (i.e., missed-dequeue occurs), D-Ctrl holds responses to
backend system and registers these requests to the distributed dequeue scheduler where each registered request waits for its next retrial after a certain interval. After this interval, the backend system sends the next dequeue request. RDS can reduce the third term \(\text{missed-dequeue cost}\) and the second term \(\text{hit-dequeue cost}\) of Eq. (4). Scheduling time (sleep time) of RDS is in a trade-off relationship with the latency of the message queue, which impacts the backend system’s data processing time.

Figure 4.6 Retry Dequeue-request Scheduling (RDS) method
4.4. Simulation Evaluation

4.4.1. Description of the Simulation Model

To investigate the effectiveness of proposed PMS and RDS methods for maintaining high throughput in the heterogeneous environment as described in Sect. 4.2.1.2, we calculate throughput of these methods in a simulation model as shown in Fig. 4.7. We set parameter values, such as enqueue/dequeue/monitoring cost, based on measured values from existing real-world message queue systems. In fact, in our message queue system, compared with the enqueue operation, the dequeue operation only includes dequeue lock (internal queue lock) and specific mutual exclusion. To emphasize this characteristic in this simulation, the cost of the dequeue operation is set to 20 times larger as that of the enqueue operation. Additionally, we set the maximum number of 3 single dequeues to meet the setting of the real message queue. This parameter contributes to keeping low latency of one dequeue by reducing access overhead of multiple servers.

Here, detailed views of E-Ctrl and D-Ctrl are also depicted in Fig. 4.8. In Fig. 4.8, the client application regularly generates messages and sends them to E-Ctrl of the message queue system, due to that most devices send messages periodically in IoT.
services. We assume that a client selects one of the E-Ctrl randomly each time. E-Ctrl receives this message and stores it into one of the queues selected by the queue selection unit in Fig. 4.8 (a). In this simulation, the queue selection unit selects the queue by round-robin ordering.

On the other hand, the backend system sends dequeue requests to D-Ctrl at random intervals following a Poisson process. Here, if we define the dequeue request rate as $D$ [msg./s], the expected arrival rate of dequeue requests from one backend system used for definition of the Poisson process as $\lambda$, the maximum number of messages to collect at each dequeue request as $N_{\text{max}}$, and the number of backend systems as $B$, we obtain the following expression.

$$D = \lambda N_{\text{max}} B \quad (6)$$

In this expression, dequeue request rate $D$ includes both, hit-dequeue and missed-dequeue. In other words, a part of $\lambda$ is spent for missed-dequeues and $\lambda$ itself depends on the processing time and settings of the backend system in the real system.

In this simulation, we set that one of backend system corresponds to one D-Ctrl without duplication. After D-Ctrl receives a dequeue request, D-Ctrl accesses queues selected by the queue selection unit in Fig. 4.8 (b). The function of this unit is different between PMS and RDS methods. In PMS, the queue selection unit selects the queues in descending order of the number of stored messages by referring to the message counter.
information of the monitoring unit, which is periodically updated by monitoring all queues.

In RDS, the queue selection unit selects the queue by round-robin ordering. In addition, when a missed-dequeue occurs, the dequeue request is registered to a distributed dequeue scheduler without responding to the backend system and retried after a certain interval.

Based on the above models for RDS and PMS methods, we computed throughput estimated by the number of received messages by the backend system. The simulation setup is listed in Table I. In this table, $c_{e0}$, $c_{d0}$, $c_{dh}$, $c_{dm}$, and $c_M$ correspond to Eq. (4) and (5). For implementation, we used the library for the discrete event simulator NS3 [91] and implemented the simulation program in the C++ language. We decided data size by the reference from an equipment monitoring service.

4.4.2. Simulation Results and Discussion

Figure 4.9 shows the throughput comparison of message queue systems achieved by conventional, PMS, and RDS methods. Here, conventional method indicates the simple dequeuing based on round-robin without monitoring and scheduling. As mentioned before, dequeue request rate is obtained by Eq. (6) and includes both hit-dequeue and missed-dequeue. In this simulation, we set arrival rate of dequeue requests from one of
backend system $\lambda$ [s] in the range from 10 to 200.

In Fig. 4.9, by applying the conventional method, throughput is gradually degraded as the arrival rate of dequeue requests $\lambda$ increases. For PMS, when $\lambda$ is in the range of 100 to 200, throughput of the PMS method is higher than that of the conventional method. Moreover, compared with conventional and PMS methods, especially the RDS method maintains the highest throughput, regardless of the increase in arrival rate of dequeue requests. Figure 4.10 shows the hit-dequeue rate comparison achieved by conventional, PMS, and RDS methods. The hit-dequeue rate represents the number of hit-dequeues as a percentage of the number of all dequeue requests. Comparing Fig. 4.10 to Fig. 4.9, it is obvious that throughput of the message queue system has a strong relationship with the hit-dequeue rate. As mentioned in Sect. 4.3.2, the RDS method reduces the third term missed-dequeue cost of Eq. (4). On other hand, for PMS, when $\lambda$ is in the range of 100 to 200, the hit-dequeue rate of the PMS method is lower than that of the conventional method. This result indicates that the PMS method cannot reduce the third term missed-dequeue cost of Eq. (4), however, the throughput in Fig. 4.9 is higher than the throughput of the conventional method when $\lambda$ is in the range of 100 to 200.
Figure 4.9 Throughput comparison between conventional method (solid line) and proposed PMS/RDS methods (dashed lines)

Figure 4.10 Hit-dequeue rate comparison between conventional method (solid line) and proposed PMS/RDS methods (dashed lines)
Here, we consider the second term hit-dequeue cost of Eq. (4). Hit-dequeue cost depends on how many messages there are for one dequeue request. Unlike the missed-dequeue cost, hit-dequeue cost contributes to efficient dequeuing and throughput enhancement. Figure 4.11 shows the comparison of the average number of messages per hit-dequeue achieved by conventional, PMS, and RDS methods. The average number of messages per hit-dequeue describes the average number of messages D-Ctrl retrieves by one dequeue request. For the PMS method, when \( \lambda \) is in the range of 100 to 200, the average number of messages per hit-dequeue of the PMS method is higher than that of the conventional method. From this result, we proved that the PMS method dequeues more efficiently than the conventional method and the second term hit-dequeue cost of Eq. (4) enhances the throughput of the PMS method.

Here, we discuss why PMS does not contribute to maintaining the high throughput we expected and why RDS can maintain a high throughput. A conceivable explanation is as follows. In the PMS method, each D-Ctrl dequeues from a message queue by periodically monitoring each message queue to gather the message counter.

Figure 4.11 A comparison of average number of messages per hit-dequeues between conventional method (solid line) and proposed PMS/RDS methods (dashed lines)
information. At first, we predicted that D-Ctrl can successfully access the queue having the largest number of messages with high accuracy, which increases the hit-dequeue rate. However, hit-dequeue rate decreases in the PMS method as shown in Fig. 4.10. On the other hand, the PMS method increases the efficiency of dequeuing as shown in Fig. 4.11. These facts suggest that access contentions from D-Ctrl occur in the PMS method. We consider that multiple D-Ctrl dequeue from the same message queue which has the most messages at the same time. Although a D-Ctrl which accesses the queue first processes all messages from the queue as hit-dequeue, the others following it cannot dequeue any messages and generate missed-dequeues. In other words, PMS potentially gives D-Ctrl the access direction toward the same queues by referring to monitoring results, which increases the probability of access contention from D-Ctrl.

In contrast, in RDS each D-Ctrl independently selects queues to dequeue by round-robin, which is comparable to D-Ctrl randomly selecting queues. Therefore, the RDS method increases the hit-dequeue rate as shown in Fig. 4.10 and the average number of messages per hit-dequeue as shown in Fig. 4.11 by waiting for dequeue requests in order to increase the probability of messages arrivals at the message queues. In short, we show that our analysis of Eq. (4) is valid for the throughput degradation of message queues.

Figure 4.12 Relationship between sleep time and throughput for conventional method (solid line) and RDS (dashed lines)
4.4.3. Evaluation and Discussion of Optimal Sleep Time for RDS

In Sect. 4.2, we showed the superiority of the RDS method. As mentioned in Sect. 4.3.2.2, sleep time of RDS determines the highest latency. Moreover, to increase the sleep time means limiting active connections between D-Ctrl and the backend system. This phenomenon may be either effective in enhancing throughput due to reducing excessive resource usage or ineffective due to limiting connections to dequeue excessively. Therefore, we assume the existence of an optimal sleep time to achieve maximum throughput without critical latency degradation. To investigate this assumption, we evaluate the relationship between sleep time and throughput for RDS method as described in Fig. 4.12. In this figure, when sleep time is 5.0 seconds, the message queue systems achieve the highest throughput. When the sleep time is longer or shorter than 5.0 seconds, we observe throughput degradation. These results indicate the existence of an optimal sleep time. The duration of sleep time strongly affects the obtained throughput.

Here, we discuss why throughput in the condition that sleep time is 5.0 seconds is highest. A conceivable explanation is as follows. As mentioned in Sect. 4.2, increasing hit-dequeue rate and the average number of messages per hit-dequeue improves dequeuing efficiency resulting in a higher message throughput. RDS enables efficiency of dequeuing by waiting for dequeue requests during sleep time in order to increase the probability of messages arriving at the message queues. However, the longer the sleep time is, the lower the throughput of the dequeue request becomes. If there are messages in a queue, decreasing throughput of the dequeue request means also decreasing the hit-dequeue throughput. Therefore, in RDS, there is trade-off between the efficiency of dequeue and throughput of the dequeue request. This trade-off is included in the second term hit-dequeue cost of Eq. (4), which depends on the queue status whether it has messages or not. We consider that a sleep time of 5.0s is well-balanced to obtain good values for both, efficiency of dequeuing and throughput of dequeue requests.
4.5. Experimental Evaluation

4.5.1. Implementation and Methodology for Evaluation

From simulation results in Sect. 4, we revealed that high throughput of message queue systems is successfully maintained by applying the RDS method, even though the dequeue request rate is much higher. Actually, between the simulation and real environment, small differences of parameters/costs and deviation of processing timing are acknowledged. Therefore, to investigate the effectiveness of RDS in a real message queue, we implemented RDS for a message queue in real servers and evaluate its throughput. We evaluate the RDS method in the real heterogeneous environment described in Sect. 4.3.3.2. We designed enqueue/dequeue communication based on the Representational State Transfer (REST) protocol and prepared message data based on text log data of equipment monitoring services.

Figure 4.13 describes the environment of the experimental evaluation system with message queues. As shown in Fig. 4.13, we prepared a message queue having 10 sets of E/D-Ctrl and a queue with 10 virtual machines on 5 servers. 1 CPU is assigned to each set of E/D-Ctrl, and 2 CPUs are assigned to each queue. To evaluate this message queue, traffic test tools on other servers send enqueue and dequeue requests.
Traffic test tools represent both field devices as message senders as well as the backend system as message receiver. The average number of received messages per second is estimated as throughput of the message queue systems.

Table 2 lists the parameter settings for the experimental evaluation setup. Note that we unified configurable design parameters of experimental evaluation with those of the simulation.

### 4.5.2. Results and Discussion

Figure 4.14 shows the throughput comparison of real message queue systems achieved by conventional and RDS methods with varying dequeue request rate from traffic test tools. As the dequeue request rate increases, throughput of the conventional method is degraded, however, throughput of RDS is maintained at a high level. When the arrival rate of dequeue requests reaches 200 and compared with the conventional method, the RDS method with sleep time of 0.1 s contributes to 80% improvement of throughput. Compared with simulation results, although the absolute throughput value is different, the tendency of the graph is relatively similar.

From the viewpoint of sleep time in RDS, high throughput is well maintained in the range of 0.1 s to 0.5 s. When the sleep time exceeds 1.0 s, we observe visible throughput degradation. This result strongly supports the assumption that excessive sleep time causes throughput degradation as explained in Sect. 4.2.

As a result, we reveal that the RDS method is effective for maintaining high throughput of message queue systems even if the amount of dequeue requests from the backend system greatly increases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of E-Ctrl/queues/D-Ctrl/backend system $B$</td>
<td>10/10/10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. number dequeued msg/request $N_{max}$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message size</td>
<td>1 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. number of message queues for single dequeue</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II Setup of experimental evaluation
Figure 4.14 Throughput comparison between conventional and RDS method on experimental evaluation. Several patterns of are set for RDS to investigate the optimal sleep time.

4.6. Related Work

We describe related work on polling system models from two perspectives: queuing theory and IoT systems. Our proposed methods are based on research on polling system models. While a typical polling system consists of multiple queues accessed in cyclic order by a single server [92], our proposed system consists of multiple distributed message queues mesh-accessed by multiple servers.

There are many publications on polling systems that have been developed since the late 1950s [93]. In several surveys, the most notable ones written by Takagi [92], detailed and comprehensive descriptions of the mathematical analysis of polling systems are presented. Boon et al. [94] provided comprehensive descriptions of applications to polling systems, such as a production system, which consists of a single queue accessed by multiple processes.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there have been only few reports on polling methods, which have multiple queues with mesh-access from multiple servers as in our proposal. In this chapter, we simulated the polling model, which has a client
application putting messages onto these queues at regular intervals and a backend application polling data at random intervals.

Regarding IoT systems, dequeuing methods follow not only the polling ("pull") model, but also the "push" model. In the "push" model, the message queue system automatically sends messages to preliminarily registered backend systems at the timing when the message queue system receives messages from field devices. In the "pull" model, backend system send dequeue requests to the message queue system and retrieve messages.

Generally, the "push" model is effective in the case when backend systems have sufficient computing resources to process messages sent by the message queue system. Jiang et al. [95] indicate that "push" service can be faster and more energy-efficient for the backend system because in this approach the backend system does not need to look up a message queue or periodically synchronize.

On the other hand, the "pull" model is effective in the case when consumers make full use of computing resources to process messages and it is frequently used in cloud computing systems [48, 83, 84]. Kreps et al. [48] also mentioned that the "pull" model is more suitable for their applications since each client obtains some advantages: sustainability of retrieving the messages at the maximum rate and avoidance of message flooding by being pushed faster than the client can handle. Therefore, our pull-based proposal has advantages to achieve high throughput of message processing for fully utilizing computational resources of the backend system.
4.7. Conclusion

For the IoT era, message queue systems are required to have interoperability and the ability to control the huge message traffic between devices and the backend system. In this chapter, we proposed the dequeuing method called *Retry Dequeue-request Scheduling* (RDS) to solve the throughput degradation of distributed message queue systems.

RDS can reduce the unnecessary transmissions of dequeue requests to the message queues by waiting during the scheduling time for messages to arrive at the message queues. Especially, RDS can better reduce throughput degradation due to *missed-dequeue* messages than the conventional method.

By simulation evaluation, we compared throughputs achieved by the conventional method, RDS, and *Periodical Monitoring and Scheduling* (PMS), which is another dequeuing method proposed for reducing the number of *missed-dequeues* by periodically monitoring each message queue to gather message counter information. Simulation results show that RDS is able to maintain highest throughput, regardless of an increase in the dequeue request rate.

Experimental evaluation results also show that the RDS method achieves 80% higher throughput than the conventional method in real systems. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the setting of the optimal sleep time improves the efficiency of the proposed method even further.
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

The innovation of smart phones, Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication, and the Internet of Things (IoT) is leading to an explosion in the number of devices connected to the network. In this thesis, we focused on the upcoming changes of network systems providing services or applications to a drastically increasing number of users. We discuss how message queue systems should be designed to process the significant increase in data volume created by existing and new devices and how to achieve other requirements such as availability and scalability.

We characterized these developments to proceed through roughly three phases. The first phase consists of the increase of short messages used for e.g. mobile email services, SMS, and SNS from 2008 to 2013, which started with the spread of smart phones. The second phase extended short messages to social infrastructure fields beyond smart phones, such as smart meters and health equipment from 2013 to 2017. The third phase is driven by the progress of IoT applications and its extension to industries, home, etc., which is expected to continue until about 2020.

For the first phase, the most important issue is the high-throughput and scalable processing of huge volumes of messages in smart phone services. To solve this issue, we proposed high-throughput queuing techniques and an architecture of distributed message queue systems to deliver much more messages than in the past. We designed a message queue system based on a distributed in-memory key-value store (KVS) to meet the requirements of throughput and scalability. We proposed an architecture for satisfying high throughput and high scalability in the message queue system for processing massive volumes of short-length messages through a distribution method of queue-type in-memory KVS and synchronized processing of distributed queues by single TCP connections. We embedded the proposed architecture and method into a mail
system for smart phones and performed evaluations of this system. The evaluation results reveal that the throughput of the proposed message queue system achieves 3,600 msg/s per server, which is 5 times higher than that of the conventional method cooperating with RAID storages. Moreover, the throughput of the proposed KVS is 200,000 transactions/s for message sizes of 0.4 KB, which is double as fast as memcached.

For the second phase, M2M services such as metering and monitoring services have enhanced the social infrastructure field. As a social infrastructure, the service system, especially the message queue system, is required to satisfy both high availability and high throughput at the same time. To solve this issue, we proposed a resilient message queue system based on a distributed KVS. Its servers are interconnected among each other and messages are distributed to multiple servers during the normal processing state. Our proposed system can provide long-term availability, continuing its service regardless of where in the message queue system server/process failures may occur, by distributing messages to multiple servers as well as guaranteeing strong consistency of the messages/message queues by using KVS functions and the Paxos protocol. To achieve short-term availability even during an underlying network failure and/or slowdown of servers, we proposed message distribution methods using round-robin with a slowdown KVS exclusion and two logical KVS counter-rotating rings. Evaluation results show that this system can continue service without failover processing. Compared with the conventional method, our proposed distribution methods can reduce 92% of errors caused by server failures. Furthermore, we determined the optimum value of slowdown detection time in our distribution method.

In the third phase, IoT services require both information from historical and real-time data for their own objectives, such as optimization services or learning data analysis through trial-and-error for finding patterns in the data. This approach requires collecting large message volumes periodically created by devices. On other hand, the backend system retrieves messages from the message queue at its own non-periodic and process-dependent timing. Therefore, the control function of the massive and heterogeneous message traffic in the message system becomes a crucial issue, which can lead to dequeue throughput degradation. To solve this issue, we proposed a dequeueing method called Retry Dequeue-request Scheduling (RDS), which can reduce the unnecessary transmission of dequeue requests to the message queues by waiting
during the scheduling time for new messages to arrive at the message queues. Especially, RDS can better reduce throughput degradation due to missed-dequeue messages than the conventional method. We used simulations to compare throughputs achieved by the conventional method, RDS, and Periodical Monitoring and Scheduling (PMS). Simulation results show that RDS can maintain the highest throughput, regardless of an increase in the dequeue request rate. Experimental evaluations also reveal that the RDS method achieves 80% higher throughput than the conventional method in real systems. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the setting of the optimal sleep time improves the efficiency of the proposed method even further.

We believe that in the IoT era the message queue system with high-throughput queuing proposed in the first phase and the resilient message queue system proposed in the second phase are fundamental technologies to stably process large volume messages created by IoT devices. Additionally, the increased throughput of the RDS method proposed in the third phase is essential in finding patterns in large volumes of data for various IoT services. These proposed technologies can make it much easier and faster than before to build complex IoT systems requiring high-throughput, availability, and scalability. We further believe that this can become a driving force in accelerating the innovation of IoT.

IoT will be drastically enhanced by three kinds of technological progress: network technology, cloud computing, and sensing. Network technology such as the 5th generation mobile networks (5G) will support IoT communication at higher capacity and lower latency [96-98]. The progress of cloud computing including machine learning/AI and distributed computing will enable greater variability and scalability in IoT applications [99-101]. We believe that message queue systems will be needed as frontend of IoT service systems to process much larger volume of messages than we are facing now. Messaging communication will be needed to efficiently communicate among the massive number of sensor devices. We also believe that the considerations and discussions regarding distributed message queue systems in this thesis will contribute to the better design and implementation of future IoT systems.

As our future work, we see the following challenges for IoT systems. First, research on system dimensioning and evaluation of the scalability of message queue systems needs to be continued. Previous studies on system dimensioning and scalability have proposed auto-scaling methods [102, 103], however, those studies did not consider message queue systems and heterogeneous traffic as described in this thesis. Therefore,
we should consider how to determine both, the accurate message traffic and the performance of message queue systems to process this message traffic.

Second, it will also be necessary to consider the topology of the message queue system when it is extended from tens to hundreds of servers. We proposed two logical KVS counter-rotating rings in Chapter 3, and we should also consider various other topologies of KVS rings for improving availability and scalability.

Finally, we also need to research on functions of the message queue systems related to the specific requirements of IoT applications. In this thesis, we proposed fundamental methods that can be widely applied to IoT/M2M applications, and next we should consider issues of specific requirements of IoT applications. We will apply functions of priority queuing to IoT/M2M applications where messages are relayed based on the priority of the different queues. We also plan on investigating how to efficiently deliver messages from the message queue system to the devices for updating the configurations of a huge number of devices in IoT/M2M applications.
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